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STATES, April 13, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- M2S Bikes, a

well-known electric bike brand based in

Asheville, NC, has launched a new line

of electric bikes called Forest Bikes. The

new brand is a result of years of

research, design, and development,

with a focus on delivering high-quality, affordable electric bikes for outdoor adventure

enthusiasts.

We dove headfirst into the

process to create the best

product possible. It was a

long journey, but we're

thrilled about what we have

to offer with this new line.

We are very excited about

Forest Bikes”

Eric Crews

Forest Bikes offers two product lines, the Summit series

and the Ridge series, each designed with three different

frame styles, including full suspension (FS), hard tail (HT),

and step-through (ST). The Summit series is a high-end,

mid-drive electric bike powered by the Bafang Ultra motor,

one of the most powerful and reliable mid-drive motors on

the market today. The Ridge series features the newly

updated Bafang rear hub motor that offers a new torque

sensor and controller configuration for improved

performance on steep hills when riding off-road.

The Forest Bikes product line has been designed with a

focus on performance and aesthetics, with upgrades on every element of the bike, from the

front fork to the brakes to the frame design, to provide the best off-road performance available

in the market today.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.rideforest.com/
https://www.rideforest.com/collections/summit-series
https://www.rideforest.com/collections/forest-ridge-series


Experience nature with power - Forest Bikes: High-

performance electric bikes for outdoor adventure

enthusiasts.

Forest Bikes are designed for outdoor exploration

and adventure

Eric Crews, the owner and founder of

Forest Bikes, said that the idea behind

the brand was to create a top-of-the-

line electric bike series that not only

offers the best performance possible

but also embodies the elements of the

adventure and nature experienced

when riding these bikes. "We want to

offer a product line that not only looks

great but also performs at a high level,

with custom-made accessories to

enhance the overall experience," said

Crews.

Forest Bikes' accessories include bolt-

on front and rear tool racks, upgraded

lights, and redesigned fenders to

improve performance and aesthetics.

These accessories are optional and can

be added to the purchase for a

premium experience.

Dan Ennis, the head of operations at

M2S Bikes, expressed his confidence

that Forest Bikes is a game-changer in

the electric bike industry. "In designing

this new product line, we had a chance

to make the bikes better and make a

better end product. We feel like we did

it all with Forest Bikes," said Ennis. "We

have new integrated racks, torque

sensors on hub drive bikes, through

axles on the forks, better brakes, a new

battery design, and frame upgrades.

Everything adds up to a way nicer

package."

Forest Bikes' products are currently available for pre-order exclusively through rideforest.com

and m2sbikes.com. The company aims to provide high-quality, affordable electric bikes for

nature enthusiasts, with a focus on performance, aesthetics, and custom-made accessories to

enhance the overall experience.

In conclusion, Forest Bikes is a new brand launched by M2S Bikes, offering high-quality,



affordable electric bikes for outdoor adventure enthusiasts. With a focus on performance,

aesthetics, and custom-made accessories, Forest Bikes aims to provide the best off-road

performance available in the market today. Pre-orders can be made through rideforest.com and

m2sbikes.com.
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